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“I would like to thank the Harvard Tenant Advocacy Project and Justice 4 Housing for their dedication
to remedying housing discrimination for justice-involved community members and their families. For
people with prior convictions, stable housing is crucial for successful rehabilitation, maintaining good
health, keeping a job, building a career, and pursuing educational opportunities. I look forward to
advocating for legislative reforms related to the use of criminal records in housing and ensuring that 
justice-involved families have access to much-needed affordable housing.” 

— Steven Ultrino, Massachusetts State Representative, 33rd Middlesex (D-Malden)

“Seeing patients in our shelter-based clinic, the nexus of housing, health, mental health, and
substance use couldn't be more clear. Barriers to housing that follow people around after their
conviction directly contributes to the crisis of addiction and overdose that we see in Massachusetts.
Removing unnecessary and discriminatory barriers to subsidized housing is a public health measure
that will save lives and improve the overall health of vulnerable communities.”

— Doctor Avik Chatterjee, Primary Care Physician (Boston Healthcare for the Homeless)

“Affordable stable housing is hard to find. For people involved in the criminal justice system it is even
harder. Yet, stable housing is essential for justice involved individuals to rebuild their lives. The Far From 
Home Report underscores what a positive difference access to subsidized housing can make for 
people who have been involved in the criminal justice system. I strongly support the report’s 
recommendations, which show how Massachusetts can forge a much fairer and equitable set of 
housing policies.”

— Margret Weir, Wilson Professor of Public Affairs and Political Science (Brown University)

“Justice 4 Housing is doing transformative work to dismantle barriers returning citizens and residents 
involved with our legal system face in securing safe and affordable housing.  I applaud their efforts in 
demanding public housing authorities change their policies to be more inclusive & redemptive. I’m 
happy to be an ally in this work.”

— Ruthzee Louijeune, Boston City Council

“The Tenant Advocacy Project literally saved my life. After being denied two times by the Quincy 
Housing Authority due to my record, I finally got approved with the help of Jessica Katzen and Dick 
Bauer. I cannot say enough about them and the Tenant Advocacy Project. I will do anything to help 
support this.”

— Jenniger Bell, Quincy Housing Authority

“Access to housing is critical for optimal health outcomes, especially for people who are or have been 
involved with the justice system – a social factor that can exacerbate health challenges. On behalf of 
the Center for Health Law and Policy Innovation of Harvard Law School, I wholeheartedly endorse the 
recommendations outlined in Far From Home: Reducing Barriers to Subsidized Housing for People 
with Criminal Records in Massachusetts. As the report makes clear, we must respond directly to the 
ways that our housing laws and policies create barriers to addressing the housing, health, social, and 
economic needs of justice-involved people. By eliminating housing barriers, we have the opportunity to 
drastically improve health equity and health outcomes in the Commonwealth.”

— Professor Robert Greenwald, Center for Health Law and Policy Innovation of Harvard Law School

“  Access to affordable housing is crucial to a person's stability and security, so we must enable formerly 
incarcerated people, who have paid their debt to society, to have the same rights as others.”

— Massachusetts Communities Action Network



“Adequate, stable, and affordable housing is a prerequisite to achieving mental wellness, especially for
individuals who are or have been involved with the justice system and their communities. Mental
Health Legal Advisors Committee wholeheartedly endorses the recommendations outlined in Far
From Home: Reducing Barriers to Subsidized Housing for People with Criminal Records in
Massachusetts. As the report outlines, housing instability and insecurity can give rise to and
exacerbate mental health challenges. The prevention and reduction of homelessness through the
provision of equitable, stable, and affordable housing is a foundational pillar to safeguarding the
mental health of all Commonwealth residents with psychiatric challenges, including those most
vulnerable having been involved with the justice system.”

— Mental Health Legal Advisors Committee

"Denying access to subsidized housing makes it much more likely that children involved in the criminal
justice system and their families will enter juvenile detention and child welfare custody. This process, as
noted in the Far from Home Report, perpetuates a grim cycle of poverty and recidivism. The end result
exacerbates and fuels mass incarceration. MAC is proud to support the Far from Home Campaign."

— Massachusetts Advocates for Children

“Homelessness and our response to it is a reflection of who we are; it is within our power to do things
differently, recognizing that what helps the most vulnerable among us, benefits us all.”

— Joint Coalition on Health

“Safe, sustainable housing is a dignity that should be afforded to every individual, regardless of their
economic or social status. It is an essential element of life.”

— Partakers: College Behind Bars

“No mother should fear losing their home for allowing their justice-involved child to sleep on their
couch for a few months as they transition back into community.”

— THRIVE Communities of Massachusetts

“As a staffing professional for over 30 years I am acutely aware of the impact housing insecurities have
on individuals trying to work and provide for self and family.  Social marginalization continues the cycle
of poverty, crime,  unemployment, untreated mental and physical health, and isolation.  I believe we as
leaders need to be change agents regarding the existing housing policies for people with criminal
backgrounds.”

— Appleseed Personnel Services

“All too often, when people return home after incarceration, they face a maze of agencies and
programs that are hard to navigate, even with support.”

— Project Turnaround

“Automatic exclusion of justice involved individuals from essential housing supports without a full
assessment is unjustified and discriminatory, and we urge PHAs to fairly consider the whole person in
making assessments with such devastating consequences as homelessness."

— Harvard Law School Veterans Legal Clinic: Safety Net Project

“Decriminalizing housing is a must!”

— Criminal Justice Policy Coalition
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“To continue to punish people after they have served 
their sentence is inhumane.”

— Anna Summers, Cambridge Housing Authority



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report represents a partnership between Justice 4 Housing (J4H) and 
the Tenant Advocacy Project (TAP). Beginning in March 2021, these 
organizations conducted focus groups and interviews, which included the 
voices of justice-involved individuals (JIIs) and their families. These individuals 
bravely shared lived experiences, and this report incorporates their 
recommendations. We'd like to thank all those who participated in this project.

In June 2021, the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) 
Secretary Marcia Fudge wrote a letter to all Public Housing Authorities (PHAs)1 
outlining the Biden Administration's mission to meet the housing needs of justice-
involved individuals (JIIs) and to “reduce barriers to housing among people with 
criminal records.”2 In this letter, Secretary Fudge wrote that “HUD is committed to 
taking a comprehensive approach to addressing the housing needs of [JIIs], and by 
doing so, increasing public safety within our communities.”3

However, existing PHA policies and regulations unduly limit access to housing 
assistance among JIIs in Massachusetts. These policies have a disparate impact on 
people of color who, despite making up only 17% of the state population, represent 
50% of the incarcerated population.4 PHA policies restricting housing access to JIIs 
are harmful, discriminatory, and based on an outdated view of the criminal legal 
system. They affect not only JIIs, but their families and children: more than 5 million 
children under the age of 18 reportedly have had a parent in prison or jail 
nationwide, including 38,000 in Massachusetts alone.5 

Denying access6  to subsidized housing makes it more likely that these families will 
experience homelessness, unemployment, and ultimately criminal justice 
involvement, perpetuating a grim cycle of poverty and recidivism.7 When JIIs can’t 
find stable housing, they experience much greater difficulty finding and keeping 
jobs, maintaining their health, and pursuing educational opportunities – the very 
things that make recidivism less likely, communities safer, and families healthier.

This report is for local officials, legislators, housing agencies, interested community 
members, partners, and low-income tenants across Massachusetts. It proposes 
policy solutions to help overcome systemic discrimination against applicants who 
have had contact with the justice system and mitigate the ripple effects of lack of 
housing opportunity.

I
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Consistent with HUD 
directives, Massachusetts PHAs 
should immediately:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Affirm that meeting the housing needs of returning 
citizens is critical to addressing recidivism,  
homelessness, and public safety in our communities.

Reduce barriers to housing for people with criminal 
records.

End the use of criminal history checks as a measure of 
tenant suitability.8

Implement policies to support reunification of families 
in subsidized housing.

Create Pilot Programs that set aside a number of units 
for justice-involved families.

2

Through a combination of reforms, the "Far From Home" report envisions a 
pathway to expand subsidized housing access to JIIs and their families across 
Massachusetts. PHAs have discretion to set local policy on these issues. PHA 
leaders should affirmatively reverse discriminatory policies and use their 
discretion to ensure that the housing needs of JIIs, their families, and low-
income tenants are met. 

Every person returning from prison deserves a stable home to 
rebuild their life. We must work together to change PHAs' outdated 
criminal record screening policies, and allow JIIs and their families access 
to this vital form of housing assistance so that they can rebuild 
connections to their local communities.



INTRODUCTION
Finding a place to live in Massachusetts is challenging for people who have 
had contact with the justice system. Among other institutional actors, the 
current policies of Massachusetts PHAs impede applicants with criminal 
records from accessing subsidized housing. Justice-involved individuals (JIIs) 
and their children are systematically denied admission to the Section 8 
Housing Choice Voucher Program that is funded by the federal government 
but wholly administered by state and local PHAs.9 These denials are a result of 
unreasonable lookback periods (how far back criminal record histories are 
considered in tenancy decisions), rules barring those on parole or probation 
from accessing housing, blanket bans against certain convictions, and other 
rules within the discretion of PHAs. Access to federally assisted housing is 
limited by these unnecessarily strict admissions policies, many of which 
specifically target and reduce options for people with criminal records. These 
policies contravene the central mission of the United States Department of 
Housing and Urban Development: to build "inclusive and sustainable 
communities free from discrimination."10 They also run counter to the mission 
of the Boston Housing Authority and other local PHAs: to provide  "stable,  
quality affordable housing for low and moderate income persons."11

The widespread denial of subsidized housing to JIIs12 constitutes a critical civil 
rights and racial justice issue that must be addressed. Nationally, an 
estimated one in three Americans has a criminal record.13 To put that in 
perspective, the United States has roughly the same number of people with 
criminal records as it does four-year college graduates.14 The Massachusetts 
incarceration rate (324 per 100,000 people) is higher than that of France, Italy, 
and Canada combined.15 Furthermore, Black Americans are almost six times 
and Latinos more than three times more likely to be incarcerated than 
whites.16 Despite making up only 17%  of the state population, Black and Latino 
people represent 50% of the incarcerated population in Massachussets.17 The 
criminal justice system disproportionately harms low income Americans18 
and communities of color. PHA policies that deny JIIs access to housing 
further perpetuate these disparities.

I
II
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Housing comprises a crucial component of successful re-entry – a key building 
block that “promotes steady employment, fosters mental and physical health, 
[and] supports individuals in their recovery from substance abuse.”19 Stable 
housing is vital to basic human wellbeing, especially for JIIs and their families. 
Stable housing is also often required for formerly incarcerated women to regain 
custody of their children. Moreover, increased access to affordable housing for JIIs 
is a tool to reduce recidivism across Massachusetts. However, in part due to 
exclusionary policies promulgated by PHAs, people with criminal records are 
more likely to experience homelessness, less likely to secure and maintain 
employment and, ultimately, more likely to recidivate.20

Now is the time for change. On March 15, 2021, President Joe Biden signed into 
law the American Rescue Plan, which includes $5 billion for housing vouchers to 
be used by PHAs to provide emergency vouchers to low-income individuals, 
including those returning from incarceration.21 The U.S. House of Representatives 
recently approved an additional $24 billion dollars to expand the number of 
housing vouchers via President Biden's "Build Back Better" legislation.22 While 
expanding housing vouchers is not a cure-all solution, the Section 8 program is 
currently one of the most effective ways to help low-income Americans find 
stable housing, reduce homelessness, and address poverty.23 Due to the fact that 
private sector landlords have much greater discretion to discriminate against 
potential renters based on criminal records, for many JIIs, Section 8 vouchers are 
their last chance at securing safe housing. Without PHA policy shifts, however, 
access to affordable housing will be out of reach to most people with criminal 
records and their families.24

4

“Safe affordable housing is the first step for a safer 
community.”

— Marilyn Largey, Director of the Council of Aging (Shirely, MA)

“This is the time.”
— People Affecting Community Change (PACC)



ROMILDA ,
BOS T ON HOUS ING

A UT HORIT Y

"When I first applied for housing, I was just coming home 
from prison. I was denied a voucher due to my CORI 
(criminal record), but I appealed it and was able to get 
letters from folks including my probation officer. 
Ultimately, I got approved for Project-Based Section 8. 
Now I've started my own organization called Project 
Turnaround – a wraparound center for Boston youth who 
are most vulnerable to incarceration. 

"As a formerly incarcerated person, you have 
to prove yourself. I'm not saying it's right, or 

that I agree with it, but it's how it is." - Romilda 
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As a formerly incarcerated person, you have to prove 
yourself. I'm not saying it's right, or that I agree with it, 
but it's how it is. For whatever reason, some people aren't 
able to utilize their own voice. Maybe due to PTSD, maybe 
due to anxiety. Some people don't have a good 
relationship with their probation officers. I would like to 
see more advocates out there, more people advocating 
for people. You have a right to state your case. 

Getting approved for a Section 8 voucher helped me get 
myself on my feet and advocate for others. For people 
coming home this is a stepping stone, and we need that. 
If I didn't have that I would be back in the streets selling 
drugs to put a roof over my head. With a Section 8 
voucher I didn't have to do that. I was able to focus on my 
advocacy. If I came home without a voucher, it would cost 
$2,000 or $3,000 a month just for rent. For life-long 
residents of Boston, how many people can pay that? It's 
impossible. And imagine coming home from prison on 
top of that. 

Imagine what it is like for those people who don't have a 
family whose couch they can sleep on, who can't find a 
room for a couple of months. Since I was approved for a 
Section 8 voucher, a lot has changed. I've been able to 
maintain a job and a home for myself and my daughter. 
And I have been able to help other people."

"Since I was approved for a Section 8 
voucher, a lot has changed. I’ve been able to 

maintain a job and a home for myself and 
my daughter. And I have been able to help 

other people.” - Romilda
6



BACKGROUND
In order to grasp why change is necessary, it is critical to understand 
the historical context that shapes public housing nationally, particularly 
with regard to the treatment of JIIs. This section will begin by describing the 
history and purpose of public housing,25 how it is currently administered in 
the United States,26 and briefly describe the current landscape in 
Massachusetts and the Boston area. The lack of accessibility for JIIs 
highlighted throughout this report existed before the COVID-19 
pandemic, but housing instability for JIIs has only been exacerbated 
since the beginning of the pandemic. 

This section outlines the bleak reality facing JIIs and their families looking 
for affordable housing in Massachusetts, highlighting the urgency with which 
state policymakers, including PHAs, must reverse course to meet the 
Biden Administration’s goal of “advancing equity and reversing systemic 
racism” through “addressing the housing needs of [formerly 
incarcerated individuals] and people with criminal records.”27 

The History of Public Housing in 
the United States
Subsidized housing serves as a lifeline for millions of Americans. 
Despite consistent attempts to undermine public housing and media 
portrayals of dilapidated, crime-riddled tower buildings, the program 
remains popular among its residents. As Alex F. Schwartz notes in his book, 
Housing Policy in the United States: “Public housing is unpopular with 
everybody except those who live in it and those who are waiting to get in.” 
Indeed, so many people want to live in public housing that individuals remain 
on the waitlist for decades before gaining admission into an available unit.28 
The Boston Housing Authority alone processes 10,000 applications every year,29 
and it takes an average of almost 4 years on the Massachusetts Section 8 
Centralized Waiting List for a family to receive a voucher and be able to 
access affordable housing.30 Massachusetts has the longest average wait time 
of any state except Alabama.31

III
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The Housing Act of 1937 provided the blueprint for modern public housing in the 
United States. The New Deal-era legislation allocated federal housing funds to 
state and local governments in order to improve the living conditions of low-
income families during the Great Depression. The law set up the basic 
framework for public housing in America: federal funding for programs 
administered primarily by state and local PHAs. In the 1970s, Congress expanded 
access to affordable housing by establishing a housing voucher system to 
subsidize low-income families in existing, privately-owned housing. These 
programs became known as “Section 8.”32

The stated goal of the Housing Act of 1937 was to create “decent, safe, and 
sanitary dwellings for families of low income” in the United States.33 However, the 
implementation was rife with discrimination and racism. In the period spanning 
the middle of the 20th century, housing discrimination and segregated public 
housing facilities were core features of local, state, and federal policy.34 
Intentional housing discrimination and lending practices, such as redlining and 
exclusionary zoning, have been “unquestionably at the core of the hyper-
segregation” of urban communities in Massachusetts.35 Only after the passage of 
the Fair Housing Act in 1968 — which outlawed housing discrimination — 
was explicit racial discrimination in public housing officially repudiated. Yet 
despite this progress, the current public housing landscape remains 
inequitable. Today, there are numerous laws and policies that 
preclude justice-involved individuals from subsidized housing, policies 
which have a disparate impact on people of color in the United States.36 
Even if public housing authorities do not directly discriminate on the 
basis of race, the exclusion of justice-involved individuals has the effect of 
discriminating against people of color who are disproportionately involved in 
the criminal legal system.

Who Needs Public Housing?
Today, 10 million Americans in over 5 million low-income households receive 
federal rental assistance, administered by over 3,000 PHAs nationally37 and 240 
PHAs throughout Massachusetts.38 Over 375,000 Massachusetts residents rely 
on federal rental assistance to afford modest housing. Seventy percent of these 
individuals are seniors, children, or people with disabilities.39 Additionally, 
most households that receive housing assistance work: 73% of non-
disabled, working-age Massachusetts households receiving assistance 
include at least one employed individual.40

8
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Nationally, only 25% of eligible households actually receive a voucher due to 
funding limitations.41a And even though hundreds of thousands 
of Massachusetts residents receive affordable housing, the number of 
units available for housing falls drastically short of demand.41b This is 
largely the result of local and federal government policies. For example, 
shortly after the passage of the Fair Housing Act, the Nixon Administration 
barred any new construction of multi-family public housing. Decades 
later, the infamous “Faircloth Amendment,” which essentially makes it 
illegal for the federal government to build or fund the development of 
more public housing, was enacted and remains federal law to this day. 

The median rent (including utilities)  for an apartment in Massachusetts was 
$1,300 a month in 2018, a 17% increase since 2001.42 Wages in the state have 
not kept up with increased cost of living. As of 2020, Massachusetts residents 
working minimum wage jobs must work 90 hours per week in order to afford 
to rent a 1-bedroom apartment.43 498,600 low-income Massachusetts renters 
pay more than half their income for housing and most do not receive any 
government rental assistance due to constrained program funding.44

Shortly before the COVID pandemic, the Boston Globe Editorial Board wrote 
that Massachusetts’ housing crisis needed “all hands on deck.”45 
The COVID-19 pandemic has only made this crisis worse. Almost a 
quarter of respondents to a U.S. Census Bureau survey released in March 
2020 stated they “missed their last rent or mortgage payment or had little 
to no confidence that they would be able to pay on time next month.”46 
As addressed in the following section, JIIs are disproportionately affected 
by the housing crisis in Massachusetts.

"According to a 2018 Report from the Prison Policy 
Project, formerly incarcerated individuals were almost 
ten times more likely to be homeless than the general 

population.”

9



Public Housing for the Formerly 
Incarcerated
Access to housing is widely recognized as fundamental to reintegrate formerly 
incarcerated individuals into the community. This reality notwithstanding, JIIs, 
who are disproportionately Black and Latino, face even greater hurdles in 
accessing affordable housing, including public housing. Formerly 
incarcerated individuals often have limited economic and social resources, 
gaps in employment history, unsteady income, and poor credit. This hinders 
some of the state's most vulnerable residents from meeting eligibility 
requirements set by landlords in the private housing market.47  

Formerly incarcerated individuals often return to their communities without a 
stable place to live while they search for permanent housing. This reality 
exacerbates recidivism: unequal access to housing gives people with prior 
transgressions much stronger incentives to commit income-generating 
crimes as a result of severe poverty.48 Thus, addressing housing and crime — 
two of the top five issues that Bostonians care about — are issues that go hand 
in hand.49 A recent study in Ohio found that JIIs who participated in a housing 
re-entry program were 40% less likely to be re-arrested.50 With two-thirds of 
all people sentenced in Massachusetts having been incarcerated 
previously, recidivism represents a serious statewide problem which is 
worsened when formerly incarcerated individuals face homelessness upon re-
entry.51

When someone is released from jail or prison, or otherwise moving forward 
after justice involvement, they must address many immediate needs and 
concerns. Safe and affordable housing makes it possible for people to engage 
in the things they want and need to do, such as finding and maintaining 
employment, attending school, or supporting and caring for their 
families. Nevertheless, a 2018 report by the Prison Policy Initiative found that 
formerly incarcerated individuals were almost ten times more likely to be 
homeless than the general population.52 The homelessness rate is even higher 
for JIIs of color, especially women of color.53 Existing housing policies for JIIs 
perpetuate a culture of exclusion that has long existed in federal and state 
housing policy.

C
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How Did We Get Here?
Currently, Massachusetts PHAs have vast discretion to deny applications 
from JIIs. It has not always been this way. As with much of our modern 
carceral system, the policy affording PHAs the discretion to screen out 
justice-involved applicants arose out of the War on Drugs54 and the 
racialized “tough-on-crime” movement beginning in the 1980s.55 As the 
American public began to associate public housing developments with 
urban blight and violent crime, the over-policing of these developments 
became a priority. Rather than attribute blame to city, state, or federal 
officials for the problems facing public housing developments, lawmakers 
blamed the residents themselves, who were perceived as being “worthy of 
having the force of the state brought down on them.”56

Congress responded to this sentiment with legislation that made it easier 
to exclude formerly incarcerated individuals from public housing. The 1988 
Anti-Drug Abuse Act empowered PHAs with the ability to evict tenants 
engaged in drug-related criminal activity on or near a development. The 
1990 Cranston-Gonzalez National Affordable Housing Act extended these 
policies to the family members and guests of public housing residents. 
Six years later, the 1996 Housing Opportunity Program Extension Act 
(HOPE Act) encouraged PHAs to exclude JIIs and deny applicants 
suspected of alcohol or drug abuse regardless of whether they had been 
convicted of an offense.57

Following the passage of the 1996 HOPE Act, President Clinton and 
HUD introduced new “One Strike and You’re Out” screening and eviction 
guidelines for PHAs, which were later codified into law by Congress in the 
Quality Housing and Work Responsibility Act of 1998.58 The guidelines 
instructed PHAs to strictly enforce mandatory lease provisions that would 
trigger eviction after a single instance of certain criminal activities, 
even if it did not result in arrest or conviction.59 

In HUD’s own words, these guidelines served to “aggressively root[] 
out criminals” and protect “public housing communities [that were] 
under siege by gangs, violent criminals and drug dealers who 
threaten[ed] the safety and welfare of decent, responsible tenants.”60  
Rather than build more public housing developments, the government 
purported to use these guidelines to “allocate scarce resources to those 
who play by the rules.”61   These guidelines introduced a new grading system 
that gave higher scores to PHAs that introduced stringent new 
screening and eviction procedures based on criminal activity.62 They 
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encouraged PHAs to obtain police reports on all household members, including 
minors, in order to determine their past criminal activity.

HUD envisioned close collaboration between PHAs and local law enforcement 
agencies.63 The HUD guidance instructed PHAs to exercise discretion on a case-
by-case basis, but more often PHAs introduced blanket bans on JIIs with certain 
convictions, regardless of individual circumstances.64 Ultimately, these 
guidelines, along with the concurrent congressional statutes, increased public 
housing evictions by 40%.65 

Rethinking our treatment of JIIs in subsidized housing is far from radical, but 
rather a partial return to the state of affairs from before the introduction of the 
punitive, racially entrenched reforms of the 1980s and 1990s.66 As University of 
Baltimore law professor Jaime Alison Lee has explained, these discriminatory 
public housing policies have been “normalized through familiarity, but their 
invasiveness is more apparent when viewed as a matter of inequality. It is hard to 
imagine the state requiring a paternity test or drug test from those who 
claim the mortgage interest tax deduction, or rescinding that financial 
benefit if the household has a child who uses drugs.”67

HUD has abandoned the policy choices of the 1990’s to endorse a more nuanced 
and humane approach to public housing for those who have had contact with 
the legal system. More than a decade ago, HUD Secretary Shaun Donovan wrote 
a letter to all directors of PHAs stating that:

People who have paid their debt to society deserve the opportunity 
to become productive citizens and caring parents, to set aside and 
embrace the future. Part of that support means helping people returning from 
prison gain access to one of the most fundamental building blocks 
of a stable life — a place to live.68 

HUD released a set of guidelines in 2015 urging PHAs to eliminate the 
consideration of prior arrests, which are reflected in CORI documents in 
Massachusetts, when making admissions decisions.69 And current HUD 
Secretary Marcia Fudge has made it clear that PHAs should affirmatively 
meet the housing needs of JIIs by reviewing policies and regulations that limit 
access to housing.70

Despite all this, Massachusetts PHAs continue to deny JIIs housing. The current 
approach of denying housing to JIIs is an example of how our country’s carceral 
state continues to burden citizens long after they have served their time. As 
the public continues to rethink the role of the criminal legal system in our 
society, it is pivotal that its intersection with subsidized housing be at the 
forefront of this discussion.
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Increasing access to safe and affordable housing for JIIs must be a key pillar of 
this broader vision for change. Ensuring that the formerly incarcerated 
have access to safe, affordable housing is one of the most direct ways in which 
poverty, homelessness, recidivism and crime can be prevented in 
Massachusetts. Right now, PHAs have an opportunity to change their policies 
to do more to benefit the communities where they operate.

BARRIERS TO SUBSIDIZED 
HOUSING FOR JUSTICE-
INVOLVED INDIVIDUALS IN 
MASSACHUSSETS

The Difference Between Vouchers and Public Housing:
Around 80% of households receiving federal rental assistance receive housing 
choice or project-based vouchers. In these cases, the PHA subsidizes an 
individual's rent by making payments to a private landlord on behalf of the 
tenant. Housing choice vouchers subsidize housing with any private landlord, 
whereas project-based vouchers are normally tied to specific housing units. The 
remaining 20% of households are mostly public housing.71 Unlike voucher-
based housing, public housing units are generally owned and operated by 
public housing authorities, meaning that the PHA is the landlord. An important 
difference, however, is that with vouchers, the suitability of the tenant is already 
being evaluated by private landlords, leaving less room for PHAs to justify the 
merits of heavy-handed CORI policies. PHAs administering public housing, on 
the other hand, have an interest as landlords in considering the behavior of 
their tenants.

IV
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Eligibility of Justice-Involved 
Individuals for Section 8 Housing 
Although federal law only bars lifetime sex offenders and those convicted of 
producing meth on federally subsidized property,72 local PHAs have broad 
discretion to widen the net of excluded people to include those with 
criminal histories beyond these proscribed categories. For example, HUD 
confers responsibility for determining Section 8 housing eligibility generally 
to the discretion of PHAs.73 24 CFR § 982.552(a)(1) states that “[a] PHA 
may deny assistance for an applicant or terminate assistance for a 
participant under the programs because of the family’s action or failure to 
act as described in this section or § 982.553.” Another example, in section 
552(e) regarding applicant screening, states that PHAs “may at any 
time deny program assistance for an applicant in accordance with the 
PHA policy, as stated the PHA Administrative Plan, on screening 
applicants for family behavior or suitability for tenancy.”74

PHAs often look at more than convictions in assessing admissibility; contrary to 
the HUD guidelines,75 they often also consider an arrest on a person’s record to 
deny admission. For example, in various jurisdictions, PHAs define “criminal 
activity” as an arrest within the past five years.76 In Massachusetts, many PHAs 
routinely reject applicants with open cases.77 Even PHAs who abide by HUD 
regulations only need to determine that it is more likely than not that the 
activity they are accused of has occurred, a significantly lower standard than 
the beyond a reasonable doubt standard used in criminal court.78

As a result of these policies, people with prior transgressions who wish to be 
reunited with their families in subsidized housing and have no other housing 
options often have a difficult choice to make: “ask their families to move [out of 
subsidized housing], return home in violation of most [PHA] regulations and 
put their families at risk of eviction; seek alternate housing in the few 
under-resourced shelters or halfway homes that have open beds; or live 
on the streets.”79 As Alana, a Boston Housing Authority resident whose 
story is highlighted on page 38 of this report, states, "If I was working in 
government, I would want to keep families together, rather than keep them 
apart." Yet family separation is the consequence of subsidized housing policies.  

A
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Unlike public housing, families with a Section 8 voucher go through two rounds 
of tenant screening. First, the housing authority screens the applicant for 
voucher eligibility. Then, the voucher family will usually be screened by a private 
landlord. 

Massachusetts PHAs often rely heavily upon background checks as a 
primary information source for screening applicants for public housing and 
Section 8 vouchers.80 In practice, the exercise of this discretion against JIIs and 
their families often leads to ongoing punishment of people who have already 
served their time. For example, the Cambridge Housing Authority states that 
an applicant may be rejected if “any household member has a criminal history 
in the past five years that involves crimes against persons or property including 
but not limited to vandalism . . . , possession of illegal drugs, threats or 
harassment, assault or fighting, burglary . . . , [or] robbery.”81 Some 
of these crimes are misdemeanors which likely won’t even result in 
jail time, but nevertheless lead to families being denied admission or 
evicted from housing and forced into homelessness. This is an example 
of a policy which goes directly against HUD directives that call for PHAs to 
“reduce barriers to housing among people with criminal records.”82

Current PHA policies are so arbitrary, over-broad, and 
unnecessarily harsh that they exclude people who have 
turned their lives around, as well as others who may never 
have presented any risk in the first place.

The Boston Housing Authority (BHA), typical of other housing authorities, reviews 
the criminal records of all applicants over 14 years of age.83 The stated BHA 
lookback period for these records is 5 years for misdemeanors and 10 years for 
felonies.84 Yet PHAs can look further back even beyond these periods if there is a 
"pattern of violent criminal activity, or activity that is inherently violent,” even if 
this alleged activity occurred more than 10 years ago.85  

The most common language Massachusetts PHAs use to deny prospective tenants 
housing or terminate a current tenant’s subsidy is “criminal activity 
which may threaten the health, safety, or right to peaceful enjoyment of the 
premises by other residents."86 What constitutes activity that threatens the health or 
safety of other residents is undefined, and in practice can mean any alleged criminal 
activity, no matter (1) how minor or (2) which member or guest of the household 
allegedly committed the act.
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Most Massachusetts PHAs follow a similarly flawed process when 
evaluating applications of  JIIs. Consider the BHA: if the agency finds that a 
criminal record is relevant to denial, they will give the applicant an 
opportunity to present mitigating circumstances.87 If an applicant doesn’t 
respond, the agency will deny the application and, as required by law, allow 
the applicant to request a hearing to dispute its accuracy and relevance or 
offer evidence of mitigating circumstances. If the BHA ultimately decides to 
deny an applicant because of their CORI, they will notify the applicant in 
writing.88 After a notice of denial, an applicant has 20 days (or 30 days for certain 
cases) to appeal.89 Such an appeal is processed internally by the BHA, and if 
upheld, there is limited further recourse.90 Under federal law, the PHA must 
consider the time, nature and extent of the applicant’s conduct and the 
seriousness of the offense.91 

PHAs may also consider factors which might indicate the probability of favorable 
future conduct, such as evidence of rehabilitation and evidence of participation in 
or willingness to participate in social service or other appropriate counseling 
service programs. The vast majority of PHA denials based on criminal records are 
made at the local level, ostensibly to protect existing tenants. There is no doubt 
that a few people returning from prison pose a risk and may be unsuitable 
neighbors. But current policies are so arbitrary, over-broad, and unnecessarily 
harsh that they exclude even people who have turned their lives around and 
remain law-abiding, as well as others who may never have presented any risk in 
the first place.92 These PHA policies may be enforced indiscriminately without 
considering the severity of the crime or the length of time since conviction, in 
contrast to state public housing where both of these factors are critical.93

Moreover, these policies do not simply screen for the most serious offenses 
— PHAs regularly disqualify people for transgressions that are frequently the 
result of severe poverty and homelessness.94 Thus, low-income 
Massachusetts residents who normally would receive help, as provided for 
under federal law, are routinely denied or evicted from subsidized 
housing “for crimes such as marijuana possession, shoplifting, or even 
jaywalking.”95 Housing barriers are not only counter-productive social 
policies; they also constitute excessive and unfair punishments for people 
who have already received and completed their sentence. Consider 
Lisaida Sanchez and her son Yonayvi of Cambridge, Massachusetts:
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“My son, Yonayvi, was incarcerated this year. He’s 
my only son. It’s always been him and I, always 
together. For me, as a mother, this transition of 
not having him has been heartbreaking.

He was charged with armed robbery and assault. 
I’ve seen pictures and videos of the robbery. As a 
mother, I could identify my son anywhere. I know 
the person in the video was not him. I thought we 
had a chance at trial, but I was scared. If he was 
found guilty, the minimum would be five years. 
Even though there wasn’t much proof or evidence 
for the charges against him, we decided to take a 
plea deal. 

Housing was always my fear. I live in Cambridge, 
but my housing is through the Chelsea Housing 
Authority. I called my caseworker to inform her 
about what was happening with my son. When I 
found out he would be on probation and starting 
an educational program, I called her right away. 
The first thing she told me was “you don’t need to 
take him off the lease.” I was crying on the phone 
and she said not to worry.

Two weeks later, I got a phone call telling me I 
had to take my son off the lease and that he could 
not come home to visit me. I couldn’t believe 
what I was hearing. I was so worried already 
because I knew my son would go through a lot 
because of his record. Now I’m worried that he’ll 
be homeless. I’ve had my voucher for twenty years 
and I wanted to fight this. When I received the 
termination letter, the reason for the termination 
was that my 'son has been found guilty of a crime 
and serving time in prison.' My son wasn’t found 
guilty — he pled guilty. There is a big difference. 

Lisaida
Chelsea
Housing

Authority

"I was so worried already because I knew my son would go 
through a lot because of his record. Now I’m worried that 

he’ll be homeless." - Lisaida
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"People make mistakes. How can you rehabilitate 
anyone if you don’t give them a chance?" - Lisaida

While Massachusetts PHAs generally do not record the number of applicants with 
arrests or convictions who were denied admission to their housing programs, 
given the data on subsidy terminations and restrictions, it is exceedingly likely that 
JIIs and their families are unjustly rejected from PHA units.97 Furthermore, many 
more JIIs and their families who may otherwise qualify are unlikely to apply 
because they know that will ultimately not get access to housing. 

I wish we had taken his case to trial, but even if we did, I still 
would have had to take him off my lease. He’s going to get 
out soon, but he has nowhere to go. He has nothing. Being 
able to welcome my son home would mean everything. I get 
emotional thinking about it. I know that he’s suffering from 
PTSD. He calls me crying because he had dreams that he was 
out with me. When he came home I planned to have him 
sleeping with me in my arms. Just to let him know you’re 
home, I’ve got you.

As a mother I’m broken. I was scared already for his future 
and I’m even more scared now. I understand that there are 
some people out there who cannot be living in public 
housing for the safety of others. But that’s not my son. 
There’s an elderly woman who lives downstairs and my son 
used to help her carry her groceries. That’s just the person he 
is. My son and I have a much closer relationship than most 
kids do with their mother. He talked to me about everything. 
He is the most loving, sweetest guy ever. He was at a trade 
program in Cambridge called Just-a-Start. He was going to 
get his high school diploma and get certified for a trade. He 
wants to go back to school and finish when this is all over. 

People make mistakes. How can you rehabilitate anyone if 
you don’t give them a chance? Being home is going to help 
him. He wants to start over. I just hope that these policies 
change. I just hope that by telling my story, people who hear 
my situation can understand my pain as a mother and it can 
change for me and help other women in the future.”
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The shortage of public data across Massachusetts' PHAs make it difficult to 
determine the number of people being excluded by PHAs due to their 
criminal record with any level of certainty. According to a 2021 
Massachusetts Public Records request of the Boston Housing Authority, the 
BHA has terminated or restricted the benefits of 120 voucher recipients and 
105 public housing residents due to arrests or convictions over the past five 
years.96 The number of people actually evicted as a result of these policies is 
much higher,97 as this number only includes the voucher recipients, and not 
their families or children. It also does not include those (1) who are rejected 
due to a criminal record and fail to appeal their rejection, (2) rejections of 
additions to a family unit as a result of that person’s criminal record, and (3) 
No-Visit No-Reside (NVNR) agreements, which make families choose 
between losing their housing or taking a family member who was arrested 
off the lease.

Lack of Prioritization for Justice-
Involved Individuals
The waiting list for subsidized housing in many jurisdictions is years long. In Los 
Angeles, for example, the wait is consistently 11 years.98 The Boston Housing 
Authority currently has more than 40,000 households on its waiting list, and it 
can take years (or even decades)  for an applicant to receive a housing 
voucher. Metro Housing Boston, which has the largest portfolio of vouchers in 
the region, is currently selecting applicants who applied in 2008.99

To address the housings needs of particularly vulnerable populations, many 
PHAs have established “set-aside” programs. An example of this is the HUD 
Veterans Affairs Supportive Housing program (VASH)   which, with additional 
funding from Congress,  makes it possible for veterans to “line jump” in many 
cities where the wait for subsidized housing is prohibitively long.100 In the 
VASH program — as well as the recently enacted Emergency Voucher 
Program to address COVID-related housing instability — HUD eliminates the 
ability for PHAs to deny housing for drug-related criminal activity.101
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ROBERT ,
BOS T ON HOUS ING A UT HORIT Y

"I was released from prison and began probation in 2016. I had 
no police contact, no recidivism, nothing. I came home with 
PTSD — I was just trying to build my life back. Most of my 
family is on some type of Section 8 or public housing. I grew 
up in the Cathedral (now Ruth Barkley) Apartments in the 
South End of Boston. The mother of my child has a voucher 
and was living with my kid. But because of my record, I 
couldn't live with them. In my head I was thinking what am I 
going to do, I'm not going to put her in the jeopardy of being 
evicted because she has me. I ended up going back to prison 
in 2017 for not having a stable address. You can't be on 
probation without a stable address. Basically, I went back in 
because I was homeless. 

Eventually, after getting back out, I found housing. It took me 
years. But before I could sign the lease, the landlord did a 
background check and said I couldn't have the apartment. 
This was in 2020 — I got denied based on a charge from 2010, 
when I was 23. Eventually, with the help of Justice 4 Housing, I 
was able to appeal and get access to it.

The moral of this story is, I'm not the only one. Most people in 
my position don't even apply for housing vouchers, because 
they've seen everyone they know who has a record get 
rejected over and over again. The struggle after release is 
something crazy. With access to stable housing, you would 
get so much more accomplished. I wouldn't have gone back 
to prison. I got three kids, all boys, one 5, one's going on 2, 
one's almost 15. Those first years before I had housing we 
couldn't celebrate birthdays or Christmas because I didn't 
have the foundation to do it. Now I can. Everyone deserves to 
have that same opportunity."

"I ended up going back to prison in 2017 for not 
having a stable address. You can’t be on probation 
without a stable address. Basically, I went back in 

because I was homeless." - Robert        
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The Boston Housing Authority outlines criteria they prioritize in determining 
admissions. These preferences include the elderly, the homeless, displaced 
survivors of domestic violence, veterans, working families, and displaced Boston 
residents.102 Applicants are sorted on various waiting lists in accordance with any 
approved priority and/or preference. Additionally, the BHA has established 
policies which set aside vouchers for specific vulnerable applicants. For example, 
programs such as Leading the Way Home and Moving On for the City of Boston 
set aside vouchers for chronically homeless individuals.103 It is unclear if these 
programs accept people with CORIs. No such set-aside program 
currently exists for JIIs, who as a result often lack access to 
affordable housing upon release from prisons and jails. This is despite the 
fact that people with justice involvement are almost 10 times more likely 
than the general public to experience homelessness.104

Termination of Vouchers for 
Justice-Involved Families
It is typical for PHAs to terminate housing subsidies for justice-involved 
individuals, even without an arrest or conviction. The Massachusetts 
Department of Housing & Community Development's Housing Choice 
Voucher Program Administrative Plan states, “For criminal activity, 
HUD permits the PHA to terminate assistance if a preponderance 
of the evidence indicates that a household member has engaged 
in the activity, regardless of whether the household member has been 
arrested or convicted.”105 The BHA Administrative Plan states that the 
Housing Authority “must terminate program assistance for 
a family evicted from federally assisted housing for serious violations 
of the lease,” but that “the BHA will use its discretion to determine 
which lease violations are serious.”106

According to a 2021 BHA Freedom of Information Act Request, in 
approximately 43% of the cases in which a tenant had their housing 
benefits restricted or terminated, the lease holder was not the person 
who was involved in the legal system.107 As a result, voucher-holders 
face a terrible choice: kick their family member involved out of their 
home, or face eviction from the housing authority.
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• A mother was evicted along with her 9-year-old child, 5-year-old twins, and
3- year-old twins after her subsidy was terminated because her oldest son,
who doesn't live in the unit, was arrested for marijuana and gun possession
while babysitting her younger children in her unit.

• The BHA commenced termination proceedings against a 21-year-old college
student who takes care of her 4-year-old brother because their mother
was incarcerated for gun possession.

• The BHA terminated the voucher of a domestic violence survivor and her five
children (including an 11-year-old and 2-year-old) because her second eldest
son was charged with intent to distribute marijuana.

Examples of terminations from former TAP clients:

• In 2017, a TAP client wanted to add her 44-year-old husband onto her
lease, along with her daughter and three grandchildren, one of whom
was a newborn. Her husband had been imprisoned for a felony he
was 17 years old. Despite the fact 27 years had gone by, the housing
authority wouldn’t allow our client to add her husband to the lease.

• A mother was forced to sign a legal agreement barring her 18-year-old son
from living with her or visiting her after he was arrested for possession of
marijuana and xanax.

• A client was sentenced to life without parole as a 16-year-old, but after serving
31 years, was released after the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court ruled
that mandatory life without parole sentences for juveniles are
unconstitutional. Yet when he applied for a housing voucher from the Boston
Housing Authority a few years later, he received a letter of denial.

Examples of application denials from former TAP clients:

D TAP Client Examples
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"Stable housing has always been an issue for 
me. When I was released from prison I didn't 
have anywhere to go, so I've been homeless 
all of my adult life. 

My mother and father both have subsidized 
housing, so I can't stay with them. For a 
while, I was staying at my mom's house just a 
couple nights a week. She doesn't want to 
risk letting me stay there now. Same with my 
father. Now I'm going on two years out of 
prison and I still don't have a place. I 
sometimes stay with my girlfriend or I'll stay 
at my father's for a night or two. 

I have a son who is 10 years old living in foster 
care. He was born while I was incarcerated. 
When I was living with my mom, I used to 
get weekend visits with him. But now I can't 
see him at all because I don't have a stable 
place to live. My son wants to live with me so 
badly, and I want him with me. The only 
thing in the way of me getting my son is 
housing. 

Receiving a voucher would mean the world. 
Peace of mind. I've never had my own place. I 
grew up in prison, my whole adult life was in 
prison. I've never had my own space. I've 
come up with so much anxiety from prison. I 
need my own place. Having stable housing is 
a real solution against recidivism. You have 
peace, a place to stay away from all your 
trouble."

"I would like my son to live with me so badly. 
The only thing in the way of me getting my son 
with me is obtaining stable housing. Receiving 

a voucher would mean the world."  - Jose

Jose
Boston

Housing
Authority
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Why Reducing Barriers to 
Subsidized Housing is a 
Racial Justice Issue
Racial Justice, Mass Incarceration and Subsidized Housing

A third of African American men are in prison, jail, or on probation or 
parole—more than were enslaved in 1850.108 Yet, as Michelle Alexander 
wrote in The New Jim Crow, mass incarceration “tends to be 
categorized as a criminal justice issue as opposed to a civil rights issue 
(or crisis).”109 The history of mass incarceration cannot be separated 
from its origins in racial politics,110 as Blackness was embedded into the 
idea of criminality in the late 19th century as a way of justifying 
discrimination and inequality.111 Then, beginning in the 1970s, the War 
on Drugs and “tough-on-crime” legislation championed by both 
Democratic and Republican administrations led to the incarceration of 
millions of Americans,112 even as illegal drug use decreased 
significantly.113 While scholars have debated the origins and roots of 
mass incarceration,114 there is no debate that its effect on Black America 
has been devastating.

Mass incarceration does not end at the prison walls. As of 2020, 5.2 
million Americans, including 1.8 million African Americans, lack the 
right to vote because of felony disenfranchisement laws.115 Formerly 
incarcerated individuals are discriminated against in the hiring 
process, and people of color are overrepresented in the lowest paying 
sectors of the economy.116 The unemployment rate for formerly 
incarcerated individuals stands at 27%,117 higher than the U.S. 
unemployment rate during the Great Depression.118 In the year after 
their release from prison, the rate is even higher: 45%.119 
Housing discrimination is no different. Denials and 
terminations of JIIs continue to perpetuate high rates of 
homelessness, poverty, unemployment and recidivism in 
the legal system, disproportionately affecting people of 
color. No-Visit No-Reside agreements separate predominantly Black 

E
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and Brown families living in subsidized housing,120 which in turn has 
a feedback effect on economic status and mobility. In practice, 
restricting admission policies for justice-involved individuals excludes people 
of color from accessing subsidized housing across Massachusetts. These 
current policies continue to perpetuate racial discrimination and inequality by 
denying people with criminal records the same rights as other Americans.

The fact that PHA policies do not explicitly discriminate on the basis of race does 
not change the consequences of their continuation. The policy choice at hand is 
between the continued perpetuation of inequality, or its undoing. In Brown v. 
Board of Education, the choice was between segregation and integration—
there was no middle, neutral option — and integration meant race-conscious 
education policies. Legal neutrality would have meant sticking with the decision 
in Plessy v. Ferguson, the doctrine of “separate but equal,” which in mandating 
equal treatment reproduced existing unequal relations between races. The 
court in Brown implicitly recognized that, in the words of Martin Luther King Jr., 
“a society that has done something special against the Negro for hundreds of 
years must now do something special for him, in order to equip him to compete 
on a just and equal basis.”121 PHAs, local officials, and state legislators can and 
must change policies which systematically deny subsidized housing to the 
formerly incarcerated.

Every day that passes without housing policy transformation is another day 
that millions of Black Americans — as well as other formerly incarcerated 
Americans affected by the same policies — are systematically denied one of 
the most basic of human needs. It is time to change that.

Decades of racially discriminatory policies have resulted in 
the current disparities in incarceration and access to housing. 
In order to begin to undo this legacy of racial discrimination, 
Public Housing Authorities must take a hard look at their 
current policies that continue to systemically deny people 
with criminal records the same rights as other Americans.
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V ELIMINATING BARRIERS
Every person returning from prison deserves a stable home to rebuild their life. 
But too often, applicants with criminal records are denied solely because they 
have a record.122 As former HUD Secretary Donovan stated over a decade ago, 
“people who have paid their debt to society deserve the opportunity to become 
productive citizens and caring parents . . . . Part of that support means helping 
ex-offenders gain access to one of the most fundamental building blocks of a 
stable life — a place to live.”123 The following  recommendations  would, in  
combination,  meaningfully increase housing  opportunities  for individuals  
with  criminal  records,  end the   practice   of   continued punishment   for   
past   crimes,   and reunite justice-involved families in Massachusetts.  

While the following recommendations address 
some of the low-hanging fruit, we ultimately believe 

that a just housing policy is one that does not 
consider criminal histories, period.

Outside of two very discrete situations where HUD law currently mandates 
exclusion, Public Housing Authorities can reduce their CORI lookback periods to 
as low as 0 years, effectively eliminating criminal history checks in subsidized 
housing applications as Seattle did in 2017 for private landlords.124 
Anything above 0-year lookback periods necessarily means that individuals 
with criminal records will be doubly punished, sentenced not only for their 
initial conviction but then sentenced a second time to homelessness.

Won’t giving housing to people with criminal records endanger public safety?

No. In fact, it's the opposite. Tenants of subsidized housing still have to live 
somewhere. Community safety is improved if individuals with criminal records 
have access to stable housing instead of being left on the streets or forced into 
situations that lead to higher recidivism.

Every person returning from prison deserves a stable 
home to rebuild their life.
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Short of excluding criminal record checks from the admissions process 
altogether, PHAs should significantly reduce lookback periods. The lookback 
periods are currently longer than the years set by Massachusetts law for 
record sealing (7 years for felonies and 3 for misdemeanors), the process by 
which individuals can “seal” their CORIs so that they can no longer be viewed 
by PHAs. Since CORI sealing is not automatic under current law and the process 
of sealing records is arduous and inaccessible, PHAs should at least 
reduce their own lookback periods to mimic automatic sealing.

PHAs should limit CORI checks to convictions rather than arrests. While under 
the criminal justice system an individual is generally innocent until proven 
guilty, in housing authority and employment screenings an individual can be 
denied simply because of inferences made from an arrest record — even 
without a conviction. PHAs should also completely avoid considering 
criminal histories for non-violent crimes like drug offenses.

PHAs should change their procedures for evaluating housing applicants with 
criminal records. Currently, if a PHA sees that an applicant has a criminal 
record, they generally deny the applicant outright, and then give the applicant 
an opportunity to appeal the denial through presentation of mitigating 
circumstances. This process is opaque and many tenants without access to 
representation do not know how to navigate it adequately. Instead, the 
PHA should conduct neutral, holistic investigations before sending a 
letter of proposed denial, through which they ask about and examine 
mitigating circumstances. The PHA should also ensure that all justice-involved 
individuals with proposed denials have access to representation.

PHAs should stop implementing no-visit, no-reside agreements. These 
agreements force tenants to choose between maintaining their subsidized 
housing voucher, and allowing their loved ones to live with or visit them. In 
one example, a mother was forced to sign a no-visit no-reside 
agreement barring her 18-year-old son from living with her or visiting her after 
he was arrested for possession of marijuana and Xanax. Public 
Housing Authorities should not be in the business of family separation, 
which further perpetuates injustice and inequality.

The following pages will discuss these and other recommendations in more 
detail.

Every person returning from prison deserves a stable 
home to rebuild their life.
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Housing Authority of New Orleans (HANO) Criminal History Model

Since 2016, admissions managers at HANO do not consider arrests, charges that did not 
result in convictions, or juvenile records when deciding whether to admit a family. They 
also do not consider misdemeanors that are over three years old. They do not deny 
applications because of felony convictions which caused harm that occurred more than 
five years ago, or other felonies that occurred more than three years ago. HANO also 
considers mitigating circumstances – including a tenant's recent participation in 
counseling programs and personal and professional recommendations – when weighing 
whether to admit a tenant with justice involvement.127 This policy applies to everyone 
seeking subsidizing housing in New Orleans, including those joining family members 
currently living in public housing.

Massachusetts PHAs should follow the HANO model and limit their assessment to 
convictions. Written admissions policies should expressly state that they will not consider 
arrests that result in dismissed charges, acquittals, and other dispositions without a 
finding of guilt. By refusing to rely on such inadequate indicators of past justice-
involvement, PHAs will uphold their duties to refrain from discrimination and affirmatively 
further fair housing under the Fair Housing Act.

Allow People on Parole or Probation 
Access to Subsidized Housing
Safe and affordable housing makes it possible for people getting released from 
prison to find and maintain employment, attend school, and support and care for 
their families. Currently, however, many Massachusetts PHAs deny people on parole 
or probation access to subsidized housing programs. In Massachusetts, 
approximately 86,000 people are on probation, which can be imposed as a 
stand-alone sentence or on top of a prison sentence.125 Parole is less common, 
with about 1,400 parolees statewide, but the aim of parole is to give incarcerated 
individuals who seem unlikely to cause additional harm a chance to finish 
their sentences while rebuilding a life outside of prison.126  By taking a default 
position of automatically denying access to housing to those on probation or 
parole, PHAs betray their mission to provide stable, affordable housing to some 
of the most vulnerable Massachusetts residents and inhibit successful re-entry 
into society. Massachusetts PHAs should allow people on parole or probation to 
apply for housing using the criteria outlined below.
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Arrests not resulting in conviction 

Misdemeanor convictions for non-serious crimes 

Offenses such as larceny or drug possession128 

Massachusetts PHAs should implement policies 
that prohibit the consideration of the charges 
below on an applicant's CORI:

1.
2.

3.

Additionally, under HANO's model, applicants who have transgressions 
that warrant further examination are entitled to an individualized assessment 
by a three member panel, composed of two senior PHA representatives 
and one resident representative, who decide admission by majority vote. 
This panel’s assessment takes into account the nature of the transgression, 
the time that has passed, evidence of rehabilitation, and other factors.129

Limit Relevant Criminal History to 
Serious Crimes
Massachusetts PHAs often deny applicants with CORIs who pose little risk to 
the safety of their communities. TAP's internal data shows that a significant 
number of proposed denials and terminations hinge on offenses including 
drug use and drug possession.130 Massachusetts PHAs should follow the example 
of the Housing Authority of New Orleans and prohibit the consideration of offenses 
such as larceny, drug possession or mail fraud. Applicants with a conviction for 
intent to distribute, sex offenses, or offenses such as kidnapping, assault, or gun 
possession, should still be allowed to present mitigating circumstances or 
obtain representation before denial. 

By limiting criminal history screening, PHAs can reunite justice-involved families 
and provide some of the most vulnerable Massachusetts residents access to safe 
and affordable housing without compromising community safety.

2
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Limit Background Checks to 
Convictions, Not Arrests
Instead of determining whether a transgression took place, many housing 
providers treat an arrest the same as criminal activity, even if the applicant was 
never convicted of the underlying offense. For decades, Massachusetts PHAs 
have operated under “one strike” policies, which seek eviction or permanent 
exclusion of tenants who are arrested. According to the United States Supreme 
Court, however, “[t]he mere fact that a man has been arrested has very little, if 
any, probative value in showing that he has engaged in any misconduct. An 
arrest shows nothing more than that someone probably suspected the person 
apprehended of an offense.”131 

It is widely understood today that an arrest does not establish a history of 
criminal activity and is no more than an indication that someone was 
apprehended for an offense. In many cases, arrests do not result in criminal 
charges, and even where they do, such charges can be and often are dismissed 
or the person is not convicted of an alleged transgression. In the 75 largest 
counties in the country, approximately one third of felony arrests did not result in 
conviction, with about one quarter of all cases ending in dismissal.132 

Using arrest records as conclusive proof of criminal actively and 
disproportionately harms people of color. In Massachusetts, a 2021 Boston 
University study found deep racial disparities in arrest records across the state.133 
For example, in Cambridge, close to 40% of all people arrested during a recent 
10-year period were Black despite representing 10% of the city’s population.134

Thus, although they are facially neutral, arrest record screenings in
Massachusetts disparately impact minorities and are a highly suspect practice
under the Fair Housing Act.

In 2015, HUD released a set of guidelines urging PHAs to eliminate the 
consideration of prior arrests when making admissions decisions.135 This 
guidance recognizes that “arrest records are often inaccurate or incomplete” and 
that arrests are not a basis to evict, deny admission, or terminate a resident's 
voucher.136 This language makes it clear that arrest records cannot be the basis 
of denying admission to subsidized housing.137 Massachusetts PHAs should 
follow the lead of other PHAs – including those in New York City, Los Angeles, 
New Orleans, and dozens of others – to adopt written admission policies that 
limit their background screening to assessments of conviction records.138
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A NONY MOUS 

"After I was incarcerated for one month on a drug charge 
and got out on probation, I lost my housing for myself, my 
children, ages 10 and 7, and my brother, who was staying 
with me.  My voucher was terminated due to my pending 
case. At the time of the case, I was not using drugs. I have 
never used drugs. 

I tried to ask for my brother to be kept on the lease while I 
was battling the case. I was willing to leave my home so 
that I wouldn't cause problems for my family, even though 
I didn't know the outcome of my case. I left the property 
without an eviction, but my family's housing was still 
terminated. I was not able to get any type of shelter 
because of this. 

Childcare and transportation were big obstacles when I 
lost my housing. In the almost nine years since the 
incident, I have been bouncing around because rent is so 
high that I can't afford it. My pay wasn't really good until 
now. Before, I didn't have transportation to get to places 
that were offering higher pay and couldn't find people to 
watch my kids because my mom and brother were 
working. If I hadn't been evicted from my home, I would 
have been able to pay my rent."
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"After I was incarcerated for one month on a drug 
charge and got out on probation, I lost my housing 

for myself, my children, ages 10 and 7, and my 
brother, who was staying with me."



I applied to Section 8 and I'm on the waitlist for Metro 
Housing. Applying is difficult because I am currently living 
with my mother in public housing, but I'm not allowed to 
be there. It's been so hard. Things got to a point where we 
were sleeping on air mattresses on the floor. When we are 
staying at my mom's house, my mom stays elsewhere so 
we can have our own lives. It's taking a toll on everyone 
helping me. 

Having stable housing would mean my kids get their 
freedom. I wouldn't need to live under another person's 
roof. It would mean I could cook in my own kitchen for my 
own family. Now I can cook in my mom's kitchen, but it's 
different when it's not yours. It would mean my kids would 
have their own room to put their stuff in. Right now they're 
living in rooms that have other people's things in them. It 
would mean my kids could bring friends over. They don't 
have company now because it's not our house and 
because of the way we live."

"Having stable housing would mean my kids 
get freedom . . . It would mean my kids would 
have their own room to put their stuff in."
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Conduct Neutral, Holistic 
Investigations Before Denying 
Applicants or Proposing Voucher 
Terminations
Currently, applicants with CORI records are often provisionally denied, 
but then offered the opportunity to dispute or mitigate their record to avoid 
denial.139 Rather than neutrally investigating and interviewing applicants to 
determine their eligibility for housing, PHAs tend to put the burden of proof 
entirely on the applicant to demonstrate that they should be admitted. The 
process is similar for applicants facing terminations based on justice-
involvement. Tenants receive proposed evictions or voucher terminations. 
The tenant then bears the burden of demonstrating that they should not 
be terminated despite their record.  

If an applicant does not know what kind of information could be valuable for the 
PHA to accept their application, they may be denied only because of a failure to 
offer information that they did not know was relevant. Moreover, applicants 
without legal or community representation, higher education, or experience with 
subsidized housing are likely disadvantaged in the current mitigation process. 

TAP's internal data offers a striking picture: out of all 13 application cases that TAP 
took since 2016 which hinged on an applicant's criminal record and had known 
results, 10 were successful, 1 was withdrawn, and 1 was accepted with 
conditions.140 Only 1 case was unsuccessful and resulted in an appeal to housing 
court.141 In all the successful cases, the PHA reversed course on what was 
initially a provisional denial after the tenant had the opportunity to defend 
themselves with the help of a TAP representative. In many cases where such 
representation does not exist and the tenant does not appeal the proposed 
denial, tenants are left without access to affordable housing when they 
otherwise would be eligible if the PHA had simply done more investigation into 
their circumstances.

PHAs should not take a default position of denial for applicants or termination for 
tenants with criminal records, nor should JIIs carry the burden of providing 
evidence of mitigating circumstances to counter the default position 
of voucher termination or denial.
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Instead, PHAs should conduct neutral investigations of applicants that look not 
only at their criminal records, but at mitigating factors as well, before reaching a 
proposed denial of eligibility.  PHAs should ask JIIs questions about potential 
mitigating circumstances and should only propose denial, termination, or 
eviction if there is overwhelming evidence that the JII poses a risk to the health 
and safety of other tenants — which cannot be established by looking at a 
criminal record alone. By creating a holistic review process for applicants with 
records, Massachusetts PHAs can assist the reunification of justice-involved 
families.

Ensure that all Justice-Involved 
Individuals with Proposed 
Denials, Terminations, and 
Evictions Have Representation
In housing court, tenants with legal representation are less likely to be evicted 
and more likely to win their cases.142 Internal TAP data indicates that most 
proposed terminations and application denials are reversed upon appeal when 
a tenant has representation.143 This strongly suggests that 
representation leads to better outcomes for tenants in subsidy termination and 
application denial hearings. 

Most tenants do not know what potential mitigating factors are, or think that 
presenting mitigating factors will actually make their situation worse. 
Many believe that having a criminal record results in automatic 
exclusion, no matter what charge. Many applicants do not know how 
to represent themselves at a hearing. And even if they have some of this 
knowledge, the amount of time and effort required to collect mitigating 
factors is substantial and overwhelming: an applicant must ask for letters 
of support, receive documentation from other agencies, and obtain old 
court records from attorneys to make a compelling case. Without 
representation and access to upfront advocacy work that puts applicants 
in the best position to find stable housing, the entire process can be 
extremely daunting and, in the eyes of many, futile.  
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with the Boston Housing Authority. "Hands on Defense" is designed 
to disrupt the process of PHAs using criminal records to exclude 
JIIs from subsidized housing. This holistic, community-based 
model works with JIIs to present mitigating factors and evidence of 
rehabilitation unseen when considering a tenant solely based on their 
criminal record. "Hands on Defense" has proven successful in 
reversing the denial of public housing assistance. 

PHAs must also provide clearer instructions surrounding mitigating factors 
and other support resources for people with criminal records applying to 
public housing. 
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“If I was working in government, I would want to keep 
families together, rather than keep them apart.” 

— Alana, Bosto n Housing Authority

When a PHA intends to deny an applicant on the basis of their criminal 
record, it should provide the applicant with a copy of their CORI  and the 
exact conviction that their denial is based on. They should then refer 
applicants to legal or community representation free of charge. The 
denial letter should clearly state the right to an advocate or lawyer for 
indigent applicants at mitigation hearings. The same process should be 
followed for voucher recipients who receive termination letters and public 
housing tenants who are subject to eviction. 

Specifically, Massachusetts PHAs should establish partnerships with 
community organizations and work together to create a referral system for 
applicants who would benefit from assistance in compiling mitigating 
circumstances. This is important because it will allow PHAs to include the 
expertise of directly affected community members, allowing PHA employees to 
better understand the realities faced by JIIs and their families. This can be 
done, for example, by including the contact information of established legal 
and community-based organizations on PHA websites, in application forms, or 
attached to denial letters. In many cases, community partners play a 
leading role, freeing housing authorities to focus on providing 
core housing services. 

Justice 4 Housing is an example of an organization that has 
done this sucessfuly through its "Hands on Defense" Model working 

"I can't express how hard it's been for me due to my 
addictions, due to my record, and due to no one 
giving me a chance."   

— Latasha, Section 8 Voucher Recipient



Enact Policies to Support the 
Reunification of Families in 
Subsidized Housing

People are often prevented from reuniting with their families in subsidized 
housing due to their criminal record. This happens in two ways. The first is 
where a family member used to live in subsidized housing and is barred from 
returning home due to their record. The second is where a JII facing 
homelessness wants to move in with a family member in subsidized housing. 
As with other admission decisions, PHAs and Section 8 landlords have broad 
discretion to accept or reject justice-involved family members. Family can be 
an important support system for individuals readjusting to life outside of 
carceral institutions. Many JII’s have been raised in public housing or have a 
family member living with a Section 8 voucher. However, as a result of unduly 
harsh PHA policies, too many Massachusetts residents move from prison to 
homelessness. 

For decades, Massachusetts PHAs have operated under 
"one strike" policies, which seek eviction or permanent 
exclusion of tenants who are arrested. According to the 

United States Supreme Court, however, "[t]he mere fact that 
a man has been arrested has very little, if any, probative value 

in showing that he engaged in any misconduct. An arrest 
shows nothing more than that someone probably suspects 

the person apprehended of an offense."
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“If I was working in government, I would want to keep 
families together, rather than keep them apart.” 

— Alana, Boston Housing Authority



ALANA
& CHE

BOSTON
HOUSING 

AUTHORITY

“I married a man who was a 
juvenile lifer. He went to jail 
when he was 17, and got out on 
parole in 2016. He was staying 
with me until 2019, when he got 
brought back on a new 
misdemeanor charge. He sat for 
22 months, due to COVID, 
awaiting trial. In September 
2021, he was found not guilty, as 
he had maintained the entire 
time.

I asked the housing authority in 
July 2020 if he could stay on my 
voucher while the case gets 
resolved, but they said no, 
because he has an open case. 
His case is not an open case per 
se; he's on lifetime parole, and 
there is nothing that he can do 
to change that. He has a 
traumatic brain injury and is 
blind. Living in two separate 
places is going to be financially 
impossible. I did everything that 
I was supposed to do so that he 
could live with me. I submitted 
a reasonable accommodation 
request due to his disability, but 
they denied us and told me my 
husband can't live in my home.

I went back and forth a lot with the housing authority and they 
told me to just leave the marriage. Exactly how they said it was, 
'Maybe this marriage isn't the best thing.' I said, 'So now you 
guys dictate where I live, how much money I get, what I do with 
my money, and who I marry?' I'm not going divorce my 
husband. There's no one to take care of him. I am just going to 
have to make sure he’s okay and that there are people there to 
take care of him. It’s going to be a burden, but the added 
expenses and my single income are ultimately going to drop my 
rent. This means the housing authority will have to pay more.
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Wouldn’t it make more sense to let the two of us stay 
together? It would save everybody money not to separate 
us. If I was working in government, I would want to keep 
families together, rather than keep them apart. 

Some people may say, 'Oh well — your husband’s a violent 
offender. That’s bad.' But they don't know the whole story. 
For one, my husband served 22 years. He got over fifty 
awards and programs completed while incarcerated. He’s 
also received awards from the Boston City Council. The 
Mayor’s Office of Public Safety wrote letters to the BHA 
saying that he was not a danger to the community, that he 
was an outstanding citizen who would be welcomed back 
when he got home. We also got letters from doctors, but 
we were still denied.

All of this is horrible. Yes, these people committed crimes. 
But some of them have been incarcerated for 40 years and 
the only reason they can't come home is because they 
have nowhere to go. The point of prison and the criminal 
justice system is to reform and rehabilitate. When you 
continuously shun formerly incarcerated individuals from 
everything that they need to survive in this community, 
how do you expect them to do good? 

Boston is expensive to live in. So, when you get out on 
parole, they tell you to go to a halfway house because you 
can’t get public housing. But halfway houses are riddled 
with drugs and all kinds of stuff. Why should taxpayers be 
paying for halfway houses when these people have 
families they could live with? The only reason that they 
can’t live with their families is because the housing 
authority doesn’t allow them to. And now the taxpayers 
have to pay for them to live elsewhere. Or they're 
homeless. How do you expect formerly incarcerated folks 
to show that they’re rehabilitated? When do you see the 
good in these people? You don't notice the change in 
them because you're so busy looking at what their past is. 
We need to stop condemning justice-involved individuals."

Case Update: With the assistance of Justice 4 
Housing, the BHA approved Che's application to 

live with Alana in December 2021.38



Allowing JIIs to move back in with their families upon release is critically 
important, especially to reunify with family members who live in subsidized 
housing. This can be done on a temporary basis by granting permission for 
reunification, or permanently by adding the individual to the lease of Section 8 
voucher. PHAs should adopt policies which presumptively approve requests 
from people returning from prison to rejoin their families in public housing 
and encourage Section 8 landlords to do the same.  
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Alana’s story exemplifies why current PHA policies must change. The New York 
City Housing Authority’s Family Reentry Program (FRP) was established in 
partnership with HUD, the Vera Institute of Justice, the Department of 
Homeless Services, and multiple nonprofit service providers. The process is 
simple: re-entry nonprofits identify and refer individuals with criminal records 
who wish to join their family unit, and Vera assists them with their applications. 
A 2016 evaluation of the pilot phase found that of the 85 participants, only one 
was convicted of a new criminal charge during the course of the program.144 
Fifty percent of the participants that were interviewed reported they would 
have been in a homeless shelter or homeless without the program.145 By 
demonstrating how a housing authority can use its discretion in setting policy, 
this program serves as an example for Massachusetts PHAs to think differently 
about families separated by incarceration and the importance of stable 
housing in promoting successful re-entry.

"I think these policies will change the community for the 
better by helping many families get back together."

— Kim Cooper

“Stop breaking up families.”
— Gale Jones, Public Housing Resident

“This report illustrates that we can help break the cycle 
of recidivism by allowing returning citizens to reenter 
society, live in decent housing with their families, and 
start the process of becoming productive community 
members."

— Creatrix Films



Curb the Unjustified Use of No-
Visit No-Reside Agreements
A common PHA tactic forces a resident whose child was arrested or 
faces legal trouble to sign a No-Visit, No-Reside (NVNR) agreement 
in exchange for halting an eviction or Section 8 subsidy 
termination. This forces the voucher holder — usually the mother in the 
household — into a perilous situation: signing an agreement that bars one 
child from living with or visiting their family at the only home they’ve 
ever known, or the eviction of the entire family. Internal TAP data shows 
that 13 cases resolved through no-visit no-reside agreements impacted a 
total of at least 41 individuals.

For example, a TAP client faced the termination of her Section 8 voucher 
because her 18-year-old son was arrested for possessing marijuana and 
Xanax. Her son had no prior criminal history and was not arrested on PHA 
property. In order to maintain her voucher and remain in the unit, our 
client had to sign a NVNR agreement evicting her son and forbidding him 
from visiting his family in their home. This practice, most often used by the 
Boston Housing Authority, should be severely restricted to only the 
most extreme cases of alleged criminal conduct. In addition, PHAs 
should make such bars time-limited, allowing the family to petition again 
if circumstances change after a reasonable time period.

Set Aside a Number of Units for 
Justice-Involved Individuals
PHAs have discretion to prioritize their waitlist so that vulnerable 
populations receive “set-asides” and are housed ahead of others. The 
Oakland Housing Authority (OHA) has set aside a number of units for 
parents exiting jail and prison to reunite with their children.146 Maximizing 
Opportunities for Mothers to Succeed (MOMS) and Dads Acquiring and 
Developing Skills (DADS) work as a partnership between the OHA, 
nonprofit providers, and local law enforcement to reduce recidivism and 
reunite families affected by incarceration. To be eligible, mothers must 
participate in counseling, education, and employment assistance 
programs in jail and continue with case management services once they
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return to their community. Since its inception, MOMS has served over 850 
women and 1700 children and has more than an 80 percent success rate. A 
number of other housing authorities have created similar programs to improve 
housing options for JIIs. 

• The Housing Authority of Baltimore has set aside between 200 and 250
vouchers for chronically homeless families and individuals with a person
returning from prison in the family.147

• The Philadelphia Housing Authority recently expanded a voucher pilot
program for formerly incarcerated individuals.148

• New Haven, Minneapolis, Seattle, and many other cities have collaborated
with their respective PHAs to create similar programs in the last five years.149

In 2021, the BHA changed its longstanding position and announced that they 
would provide 15 vouchers to JIIs in the Boston area at the request of Justice 4 
Housing. Other Massachusetts PHAs should similarly set aside a number 
of units for JIIs and their families to serve as a pilot program.  PHAs 
should also remove barriers that deny access to priority admissions 
status for those with criminal records. For example, the BHA gives priority 
status to applicants who are homeless, and has set-aside programs 
for people experiencing homelessness that allocate hundreds of 
vouchers a year.150 Research shows JIIs were almost ten times more likely to 
be homeless than the general population. Thus, without eliminating 
barriers to housing for JIIs, homelessness in Massachusetts will 
continue unabated. In the past, Boston-area PHAs followed the old 
HUD "federal preference" definitions, which made clear that the homeless 
preference did not apply to the incarcerated. As a result, someone facing 
homelessness upon release from prison could only start that process 
of applying for subsidized housing after they were released, often into 
homelessness. PHAs are no longer required to use that HUD definition and 
should allow those returning from prison who are at high risk of homelessness 
to access these priority waiting lists.

Housing access should also be expanded to include and prioritize formerly 
incarcerated survivors of domestic violence. The Boston Housing Authority 
currently gives priority status to applicants who are survivors of 
domestic violence. Research shows that 86% of incarcerated women 
have suffered domestic or sexual violence, and 80% of incarcerated 
women are mothers, many of whom raise their children as single 
parents.151  PHA domestic violence priorities should be expanded to include 
those with criminal records who have suffered domestic abuse as well.
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Reduce Lookback Periods
We commend agencies like the BHA for their progress on reducing CORI 
lookback periods in the past, but more work must be done. PHAs are afforded 
broad discretion under HUD regulations, including the ability to determine 
criteria for admission, denial, and exclusion from subisdized housing. The word 
“may” used in the regulations gives PHAs permission not to expel families with 
certain contacts to the criminal legal system under many circumstances that 
they do now. At an absolute minimum, existing lookback periods must be 
updated to be consistent with state law that sets criminal record sealing 
periods to 7 years for felonies and 3 years for misdemeanors.152 This is measured 
from the date a person was found guilty or after they are released from 
incarceration, whichever is later.153

Massachusetts PHAs can and should go further. Studies consistently show that 
the risk of recidivism for individuals returning to the community peaks fairly 
quickly within one or two years after a offense and declines 
thereafter.154 Individuals with prior conviction records who have not 
been re-arrested or convicted of a crime over a period of four to seven 
years are statistically no more likely than someone with no justice-
involvement to commit a transgression.155  Moreover, no empirical 
relationship has been found between a criminal record and an 
unsuccessful tenancy.156 Massachusetts PHAs should immediately use their 
discretion to substantially reduce their CORI lookback periods. 

Over forty PHAs and project owners use a three-year lookback 
period.157 Others impose even shorter waiting periods, such as the 
Michigan State Housing Development Authority (MSHDA).158 In its Housing 
Choice Voucher program, Michigan only considers drug-related criminal 
activity in the past twelve months. For violent activity that causes harm 
and activity that threatens the health, safety, or right to peaceful 
enjoyment of the premises by other residents, the lookback period is 
twenty-four months. Public housing applicants face a two-year lookback 
period in Los Angeles and the state of Hawaii159 and a one-year 
lookback period in Cuyahoga County (Cleveland) and Seattle.160 
Shorter lookback periods like these encourage more individualized 
assessment for JIIs. The current lookback period for Massachusetts PHAs 
should be reduced for felonies and misdemeanor offenses, measured from 
the date of conviction.161
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"I spent 10 years incarcerated and it was very 
difficult for me. I had a life sentence on a domestic 
violence charge. I was beaten up by my ex-
boyfriend and sentenced to life in prison. I've been 
home 22 years now and I'm grateful to be home. 
Since coming home, it's been very rough for me. 
I've been through program after program, shelter 
after shelter. I can't express how hard it's been for 
me due to my addictions, due to my record, and 
due to no one giving me a chance. 

Upon release, I still struggled. I was looking for 
housing for 10 years. For five of those years, I was 
just waiting for Boston Housing to answer my 
letters. It was really difficult. I tried my hardest to 
stay focused. I couldn't tell you how supportive my 
family has been for me to allow me to stay on 
couch to couch. 

Finally, I got a letter from the Boston Housing 
Authority only to be denied housing because of my 
record. That was devastating for me.  Afterwards, I 
connected with Justice 4 Housing and they worked 
diligently to help me obtain housing again. One of 
my former correctional officers came to my appeal 
conference.

Latasha
Boston

Housing
Authority

The hearing officer was astonished. After the hearing, they re-certified me to obtain 
housing. I'm grateful, but I'm still struggling. I'm still homeless. After participating in 
a single-occupancy program for a year, the BHA will get me my certification. This 
means I have to go through another program in order to obtain housing, even 
though I've been homeless for so long. 

I just can't imagine how many other women and men are going through this 
problem, especially during the pandemic. I just can't... I strongly have a passion for 
helping people in my situation, women and men who've come out of prison with 
nowhere to go, no people to go to, I'm just fortunate that I have people in my 
life who really believe in me." 
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Automatically Expunge Eligible 
CORIs and Support CORI Reform 
Massachusetts, state law allows CORI sealing after 3 
years for misdemeanor convictions and 7 years for felony 
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convictions.162 However, CORI sealing is currently done inefficiently 
with each request mailed to and processed by the Commissioner 
of Probation on an individual basis, thereby causing a backlog. 
Countless people learn about the opportunity to seal their records only 
after they lose an employment or housing opportunity due to their 
CORI.  Massachusetts PHAs should not consider sealable records in 
deciding whether to admit an applicant. 

PHAs and the general public should also support legislative reforms 
related to the use of criminal records in housing. Current 
legislation pending in the Massachusetts legislature would drastically 
change the use of CORI records and allow formerly incarcerated 
individuals an equal opportunity to have access to subsidized housing. 

An Act Providing Easier and Greater Access to Record Sealing163

This bill requires automatic CORI sealing after the applicable waiting period by the 
Commissioner of Probation, increasing efficiency and helping countless people 
unaware of their sealing rights.  It re-activates an earlier law to immediately seal 
any charge ending in a not-guilty finding.

An Act to Remove Collateral Consequences and Protect the Presumption of 
Innocence164

This bill requires immediate sealing of charges which ended in dismissal, 
nolle prosequi, not guilty finding, or other non-conviction disposition. It amends 
“hold back” provisions for standard CORI access by housing authorities to 3 
years for a misdemeanor and 7 years for a felony. Finally, it requires that CORI 
reports  include language about the presumption of innocence in the absence of a 
conviction.

Moreover, many of the recommendations in this report can be enacted 
through either changes in policies by Public Housing Authorities, or 
through legislation. Massachusetts legislators should use their power, 
beyond the bills noted above, to decriminalize housing in Massachusetts.
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Support Local "Fair Chance" 
Ordinances and Adopt Similar 
Policies
Several jurisdictions currently have local ordinances that expand the housing 
rights of people with criminal records. These ordinances, called “Fair Chance” 
laws, take several forms but generally limit the types of information that a 
landlord can consider in the tenant screening process. For example, the Fair 
Chance Ordinance in the city of Richmond, California applies to all federal, state, 
and locally assisted affordable housing properties, including those under the 
Richmond Housing Authority. Fair Chance Ordinances in Seattle, Detroit, 
Washington, D.C., and Cook County (IL) cover all types of housing.165 

Massachusetts PHAs should consider internally enacting Fair Chance policies in 
order to neutralize bias in the tenant selection processes. Model policies would 
apply both to when housing authorities screen for voucher eligibility and when 
private landlords rent to voucher families. Under the ordinance, a landlord must 
first determine if an individual is otherwise qualified to live in the unit before 
reviewing his or her criminal record. Upon review of the record, the provider is 
barred from considering criminal history that does not relate to health and 
safety concerns. In addition, the ordinance requires an individualized 
assessment of each applicant’s criminal history, including mitigating 
circumstances such as disability or domestic violence. The City of Boston has a 
model Fair Chance selection policy166 which should be replicated widely.

Improve Data Collection on 
Justice-Involved Applications 
and Terminations
Finally, PHAs and housing providers should make data on these matters publicly 
available. Massachusetts PHAs should develop analytic methods to rigorously 
measure their denial processes to ensure that JIIs aren’t unfairly targeted or 
barred from living in public housing or receiving Section 8 vouchers. This can be 
done by tracking (1) denial notices, (2) the number of applicants facing denial 
who do not request an appeal, and (3) the number of denied appeals. Publicly 
available data should also include terminations of Section 8 vouchers, refusals to 
add additional members to the household, and the reasons for these denials. If 
these records already exist, they should be made publicly available.
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“I think everyone deserves a second chance.”
— Gwendolyn Stoker, Boston Housing Authority
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CONCLUSION
Ensuring access to safe, affordable housing is one of the most direct ways 
to fight poverty, homelessness, and recidivism in Massachusetts. Without 
changes in PHA policies, however, affordable housing will be out of reach to 
most JIIs and their families. We call on Massachusetts legislators and PHAs 
to help meaningfully increase housing opportunities for justice-involved 
individuals, end the practice of continued punishment for past 
transgressions, and reunite justice-involved families in Massachusetts.
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“Housing is crucial for successful 
reentry after incarceration. These 
obstacles need to be removed.” 

— Community Reentry Program



APPENDIX
Given the dearth of publicly available data on the results of PHA 
applications and proposed terminations/evictions in cases that relate 
to criminal activity, we conducted a search within the internal 
database of cases at TAP. Naturally, the conclusions warranted 
from our data analysis are limited given that they only represent 
a small portion of cases: those that were brought to the attention of 
our organization.

Nonetheless, in addition to individual stories from cases that we have 
interspersed throughout this report, there are several important 
general insights we were able to glean from the data: (1) the high 
volume of cases in which a PHA denied, attempted to deny, 
terminated, or attempted to terminate an individual's access 
to subsidized housing on the basis of justice involvement; (2) 
the extremely high proportion of application denials that 
were reversed upon appeal with TAP representation; and, (3) 
the several households that avoided eviction through no-visit 
no-reside agreements, which resulted in a household 
member being permanently banned from their family home.167
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Methodology
We ran a search through the TAP database of cases initiated since 
January 1, 2016, for the keywords "criminal record," "prison," and 
"jail." TAP members then split up the cases that appeared in the 
search results and read through each of the cases. We deleted 
cases that did not involve criminal activity, and for all other cases 
summarized the following:

M
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Each figure below was created using PivotTables to help summarize and analyze
the data and see comparisons, patterns, and trends across the cases that TAP has
come across. 
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ADDENDUM
Once adversaries, now partners. Shortly after finalizing the Far From Home Report, 
Boston Housing Authority and Justice 4 Housing had a series of meetings to discuss 
the issues raised in the report. Specifically, these meetings focused on changing 
written and unwritten discriminatory policies and regulations that unduly limit access 
to housing assistance for justice-involved families.  

As a result of these discussions, the Stable Housing and Reintegration Pilot Program 
(SHARPP) was founded. The BHA provided Justice 4 Housing with 18 Section 8 
vouchers to allocate to justice-involved families. Our common goal was family 
reunification. The SHARPP Program builds paths to homeownership, divests from 
inequitable, discriminatory systems, and returns resources and control to those most 
impacted by systemic racism. SHARPP provides a continuum of care, including 
services such as financial literacy, job placement and mental health counseling. 

We applaud BHA for being the first Housing Authority to recognize that those who 
are closest to the problem are the solution.  They exceeded their reputation for being 
the “leader in public housing assistance.” We hope other Housing Authorities in 
Massachusetts follow the leadership of the BHA to provide housing assistance to 
justice-involved families. We want to thank the BHA for partnering with us on this 
important initiative.  

J4H Executive Director, Leslie Credle 
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Justice 4 Housing "Hands on Defense" (HOD) Model

Hands on Defense is a model used to disrupt the process PHAs use to 
exclude justice-involved individuals from subsidized housing. Our goal is to 
#DecriminalizeHousing in communities of color which have the highest 
incarceration rates in Massachusetts, such as Dorchester, Roxbury, and 
Mattapan. In 2021, J4H had a 100% success rate in reversing the denial of 
housing vouchers for JIIs in subsidized housing. 



Boston Housing Authority Response
The Boston Housing Authority applauds and recognizes the commitment 
and dedication of Justice4Housing, and in particular Leslie Credle, to assist 
individuals and families with the many challenges related to successful reentry.  
We recognize the importance of stable and affordable housing for those that we 
serve - it is our mission to serve individuals and families that face a number of 
barriers and who have limited housing options.   We also know that strong 
advocacy makes a difference – the combination of stable housing and 
supportive services is needed for many of our families to experience successful 
outcomes. 

Our partnership with Justice4Housing allowed us to collectively create the 
Stable Housing and Reintegration Pilot Program.  Through this program, BHA 
is able to directly assist Justice Involved Individuals with housing stability while 
Justice4Housing provides supportive services.  BHA is very much looking forward 
to continuing our partnership with Justice4Housing through the SHARPP program. 

It is important to note that BHA does provide housing to Justice Involved 
Individuals through its public housing and Section 8 programs on an ongoing 
basis.  As noted in the report, JII individuals also often experience challenges 
such as homelessness or other severe housing need – this lack of adequate 
housing does overlap with BHA priorities and some JII individuals are housed 
through BHA’s typical process.   

That being said, our conversations with Justice4Housing have given us better 
insight into the challenges and barriers that are specific to the JII population – and 
allow us to look more closely and with a different/ equitable perspective at both 
our policies and procedures.  The voices of those directly impacted are critically 
important to this process as it allows us to better understand where barriers exist.   

BHA looks forward to continuing the work with Justice4Housing, Justice 
Involved Individuals and the advocacy organizations that contributed to the 
report.  We will review the recommendations and continue discussions as to how 
we can improve our policies and procedures to better serve the JII population.  
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Secretary Shaun Donovan, Secretary of Housing and Urban Development (2009-2014)
Steven Ultrino, State Representative, 33rd Middlesex (D-Malden)
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Doctor Jennifer Brody, Director, HIV Services (Boston Healthcare for the Homeless), Instructor of
Medicine (Harvard Medical School)

Doctor Kathryn Rexrode, Chief, Division of Women's Health (Brigham and Women’s Hospital) &
Professor of Medicine (Harvard Medical School)

Elizabeth Benard, Substance Abuse Prevention Specialist, LUK
Jane Carpenter, Community Data Manager, Boston Medical Center

Judge Nancy Gertner (Ret.), Massachusetts Federal District Court Judge (1994–2011) & Senior Lecturer at
Law (Harvard Law School)

Judge Jay Blitzman (Ret.), Massachusetts Juvenile Court, Middlesex Division (1996–2020) & Lecturer at
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Hon. John Cratsley (ret.), Lecturer at Law (Harvard Law School)

Adriaan Lanni, Touroff-Glueck Professor of Law (Harvard Law School)
Audrey Murillo, Clinical Instructor, Harvard Law School Criminal Justice Institute
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Dehlia Umunna  Deputy Director Criminal Justice Institute (Harvard Law School)
Elizabeth Gwin, Associate Director of the Veterans Legal Clinic at WilmerHale Legal Services Center of
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Esme Caramello, Faculty Director, Harvard Legal Aid Bureau (Harvard Law School)
Intisar Rabb, Faculty Director, Program in Islamic Law & Professor of Law (Harvard Law School)
Jon Hanson, Alan Stone Professor of Law & Faculty Director of the Harvard Law School Systemic Justice

Project
Julie McCormack, Director, Safety Net Project at WilmerHale Legal Services Center of Harvard Law

School, Harvard Law School Lecturer-on-Law
Lia Monahan, Managing Attorney and Senior Clinical Instructor, Harvard Law School Criminal Justice

Institute
Margret Weir, Wilson Professor of Public Affairs and Political Science (Brown University)
Martha Minow, Dean of Harvard Law School (2009-2017)
Michael Gregory, Director, Education Law Clinic (Harvard Law School)
Molly Brady, Professor of Law (Harvard Law School)
Nikolas Bowie, Assistant Professor of Law (Harvard Law School)
Norrinda Hayat, Director, Civil Justice Clinic & Professor of Law (Rutgers Law School)
Phil Torrey Director, Crimmigration Clinic & Managing Attorney, Harvard Immigration and Refugee

Clinical Program (Harvard Law School)
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Robert Greenwald, Faculty Director, Center for Health Law and Policy Innovation (Harvard Law School)
Sabi Ardalan, Director, Harvard Immigration and Refugee Clinic & Clinical Professor of Law

Crispin Birnbaum, Former Massachusetts Probation Department General Counsel
Johannah Murphy, Executive Director, Unitarian Universalist Mass Action

Janell Reddic, Medford Housing Authority
Jenniger Bell, Quincy Housing Authority
Jessica Stinphil, Boston Housing Authority
Jose Lorenzo, Boston Housing Authority
Kalymba Clark, Brookline Housing Authority
Kim Cooper
Latasha Crawford, Section 8 Voucher Recipient
Lisa McMahon, Waltham Housing Authority
Lisaida Sanchez, Chelsea Housing Authority
Louise Cruz-Partee
Mairyse Hyppolite, MetroHousing Boston
Marline Pierre Francois, Boston Housing

Authority
Michelle Moody, Somerville Housing Authority
Miozotti Medina, Boston Housing Authority
Rachel Allen, Boston Housing Authority
Randy Cartagena
Robert Sutton, Boston Housing Authority
Romilda Pereira, Boston Housing Authority
Sarah Koolsbergen, Acton Housing Authority
Shakir Abdullah, Boston Housing Authority
Sharee Thomas, MetroHousing Boston
Sharon Magath, Dorchester, MA
Stephani Williams, Norwood Housing Authority
Tremaiyne Harris, Metro Housing Boston
Venus Grant, Roxbury, MA
William Goforth, Boston Housing Authority

Massachusetts Housing and Shelter Alliance
Project No One Leaves
Wayfinders Springfield
Western Massachusetts Network to End

Homelessness

Adriaenna Jackson-Adams, Dedham Housing
Authority

Alana Waldholz Pope, Boston Housing
Authority

Alba Andino, Boston Housing Authority
Anna Summers, Cambridge Housing Authority 
Annette Garcia, Section 8 Voucher Recipient 
Arminta Graham, Boston Housing Authority 
Betsy Kane, Quincy Housing Authority
Brandi Williams, Boston Housing Authority 
Carmen Diaz, Boston Housing Authority
Che Pope, Boston Housing Authority 
Clairedine Pierre, Cambridge Housing Authority 
Claude Williams
Dani Faulk
Debra Hill, Boston Housing Authority
Debra Murphy, Section 8 Voucher Recipient 
Delores Odom, Boston Housing Authority 
Drae Graham, Cambridge Housing Authority 
Elizabeth Roper, MetroHousing Boston
Elvis Idada, Boston Housing Authority
Enide Florestal, Boston Housing Authority 
Gale Jones, Public Housing Resident 
Gwendolyn Stoker, Boston Housing Authority  
Isabelle Simms, Boston Housing Authority 
Jamila Smith, Boston Housing Authority

Tenant Organizations
Community Action Agency of Somerville 
Harvard Law School Tenant Advocacy Project 
Housing Opportunities for People Everywhere  
____(HOPE)
Justice 4 Housing

Public Health
Center for Health Law and Policy Innovation of

Harvard Law School
Health Resources in Action (HRiA)
Housing = Health
Joint Coalition on Health

Massachusetts Coalition for Health Equity
Public Health Institute of Western

Massachusetts
Yale School of Public Health
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Women’s Rights and Racial Justice
Beacon BLOC
Boston Women's Fund
DOVE (Domestic Violence Ended), Inc.
Family Matters Boston

Prison Reform
Alliance for Safety and Justice
Black and Pink Massachusetts

Faith
Congregation Dorshei Tzedek
Greater Boston Interfaith Organization
Massachusetts Communities Action Network

Re-entry
Community Reentry Program
New Vision Organization
Partakers: College Behind Bars
People Affecting Community Change (PACC)
Prison Legal Assistance Project

Legal
Criminal Justice Policy Coalition
Greater Boston Legal Services CORI & Reentry

Project
Harvard Defenders
Harvard Law School Criminal Justice Institute
Harvard Law School Housing Justice for

Survivors Project
Harvard Law School Veterans Legal Clinic:

Safety Net Project

Children’s Rights
Children's Healthwatch
Harvard Law School Child Advocacy Program

Labor
Harvard Graduate Students Union, UAW Local
5118
Labor Employment Action Project
Massachusetts Jobs for Justice

Massachusetts Women of Color Coalition 
Showing Up for Racial Justice (Boston)
Yale Black Men’s Union

Building our Lives Together as One
The Real Cost of Prisons Project

Prophetic Resistance Boston
Unitarian Universalist Mass Action

Prisoners' Legal Services of Massachusetts 
Project Turnaround
THRIVE Communities of Massachusetts 
The F8 Foundation

Harvard Legal Aid Bureau
Massachusetts Law Reform Institute 
Mental Health Legal Advisors Committee 
National Lawyers Guild - Harvard Law School

Chapter
National Lawyers Guild - Massachusetts

Chapter
New England Innocence Project

Harvard Law School Education Law Clinic 
Massachusetts Advocates for Children

UNITE HERE Local 26
United Food and Commercial Workers Local

1445

Other
Appleseed Personnel Services
Bank on Boston
Boston Immigration Justice Accompaniment

Network
Boston Liberation Center
Creatrix Films
Disability Policy Consortium

Dorchester Bay Economic Development
Corporation

Harvard Law School Advocates for Human
Rights

Harvard Law School Program in Islamic Law
Out Now Springfield
Spanish American Center
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“I'm so happy someone is addressing this. How can you keep your 
family together when one of your family members gets a case 
and the Housing Authority takes your housing voucher away?”

— Debra Murphy, Section 8 Voucher Recipient



"Of all groups, women of color continue to be the 
most likely to experience homelessness. The Far 
from Home Report highlights the fact that key 

legislative and policy reforms are needed to change 
these disparate outcomes."

— Massachusetts Women of Color Coalition

FAR FROM HOME:
Reducing Barriers to Subsidized Housing for 
People with Criminal Records in Massachusetts

“It's long past time we make housing a pathway back 
into our communities for justice-involved individuals. 

It's never too late for justice.”
— Shaun Donovan, Secretary of Housing and Urban Development 
(2009-2014)

"Housing stability is essential for families to avoid juvenile and criminal 
court involvement. Children without a stable home, separated from their 

families, are exponentially more likely to experience homelessness, poverty, 
and lack of educational attainment. This is directly related to the cradle to 
prison pipeline, and disproportionately affects black and brown children. I 

will do anything I can to assist this work."

— Hon. Jay D. Blitzman, First Justice-Massachusetts Juvenile Court, 
Middlesex Division, Ret.
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